WHAT ARE THE MULTISPORT GAMES

• These are sporting organized events, oftenly held over multiple days, featuring competition in many different sports among organized teams of athletes usually from Nations.

• Usually have the same structure, where games are held around a “Host City”, in which different sports competition take place during several days.

• Athletes or Teams are awarded medal prices, such as Gold, Silver and Bronce medals.
TYPES OF MULTISPORT GAMES

- GEOGRAPHICAL
- AGE
- POLITICAL
- RELIGION
- PARALYMPIC
• Global games are usually linked to the World Governing body of the sport.

• Regional and Sub Regional are linked to Regional, Sub Regional and National Federations.

• Host Nation is always a key player in events organization, location and logistics.

• Regional Federations are the key players to develop and maintain Squash into Sub Geographical events.
IMPORTANCE OF MULTI SPORTS GAMES FOR SQUASH

- Showcase
- Promotion
- Competition
- Recognition
  - Sport
  - Athletes
  - Federations
- Funding
  - Federations
  - Athletes
- Legacy
IMPORTANCE OF MULTI SPORTS GAMES FOR FEDERATIONS

• REGIONAL FEDERATION
  • Funding
  • First Class Events
  • Links with other regional federations

• NATIONAL FEDERATIONS
  • Funding
  • Medical Support for athletes
  • Development
  • Integration with National Sport System
  • Links to National Olympic Committees
  • Leverage Sponsors for the future
GLOBAL MULTISPORT GAMES WHERE SQUASH IS IN

- World Games
- World Masters
- Island Games
- YOG (Exhibition)
- World Transplant Games

**POLITICAL**
- Commonwealth Games
- Commonwealth Youth Games

**RELIGIOUS**
- Maccabiah Games
REGIONAL MULTISPORT GAMES WHERE SQUASH IS IN

- ASIAN GAMES
- ASIAN YOUTH GAMES
- SOUTH EAST ASIAN GAMES
- PANAM GAMES
- PANAM JUNIOR GAMES
- SOUTHAMERICAN GAMES
- CENTRAL AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN GAMES
- BOLIVARIAN GAMES
- BOLIVARIAN YOUTH GAMES
- PACIFIC GAMES
OTHER MULTISPORT GAMES WHERE SQUASH IS IN

- GAY GAMES
- ARAFURA GAMES
- POLICE, FIREFIGHTERS, DEAF (Not continuous basis)
MULTISPORT GAMES WHERE SQUASH IS OUT

- AFRICAN GAMES
- ARAB GAMES
- EUROPEAN GAMES
- MEDITERRANEAN GAMES
OLYMPIC GAMES
PARALYMPIC GAMES